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About This Game

THIS IS YOUR KITTEN, THIS IS YOUR RAMPAGE

Kitten Rampage enters the arena with the latest in kitten technology. High end weapons, lasers, and explosives are all equip and
ready for use on your adorable Kitten! Thoroughly cooked and coded by a team with marvelous dreams of becoming adorable

kittens.

This silly, fun, broken all-in-one game includes gameplay with many explosions, many deaths, and many more kittens with
hearts full of rage! Destruction is a must; destroy as much as possible! Conquer the world from humans and other hostile

enemies as the deadliest kitten alive!

Almost like a “Kitten Simulator”, but much less boring.

KEY FEATURES
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You can be an adorable-destructive kitten

Pooping and destroying stuff wherever you want

Wreak havoc against humans and enemies with your super kitties power

Intense, hardcore gameplay and rampage streaks (lots of flashing) (epilepsy warning)

Gain points for all your destruction - tell everyone how amazing and adorable you are

A STUPID AMOUNT OF SILLY BUGS! - A lot of the fun glitches will stay

Drivers have never been worse... Driving as a kitten brings a whole new meaning!!

You can be an adorable kitten on the wide range of themed maps!

EPILEPSY WARNING:

Some players may experience epileptic seizures when viewing or playing. Many flashing lights, explosions and patterns are in
this game. Player discretion is advised.

Kitten Rampage contains violence and aggressive language. Please play at your own risk!

MEDIA AND SUPPORT

developers@kittenrampage.com
Twitter - @KittenRampage
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Title: Kitten Rampage
Genre: Action, Casual, Indie, Simulation
Developer:
Dexmes
Publisher:
Dexmes
Release Date: 3 Feb, 2016

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows Vista

Processor: 2.0 GHz Dual Core Processor

Memory: 3 GB RAM

Graphics: Shader Model 3.0, 256 MB VRAM

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Storage: 2 GB available space

Sound Card: DirectX 9.0c-compatible, 16-bit

English
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you can puke grenades, you poop everytime you jump, you have lazer eyes. and my kid loves it.. This game is nothing more than
a hipster version of a drag and drop programming interface. This game is probably someone's intro to programming homework..
I love this game. It's perfect for releasing the angry within yourself, from blowing Gorillas to men in black up, you just can't go
wrong with this game, the only issues I have is that it not fully controller support yet.. As mentioned in the earlier reviews, the
game is blurry and stats take the whole screen. I had to take the advice from the reviewers. For anyone who still decide to take a
chance and encounter the same problem, I recommend to ask for refund at help.steampowered.com. Remember that you can
ask for refund within 14 days of purchase if the game has been played for LESS than 2 hours!. There is something wrong with
this game, when I opened it it was very blurry and the health, food, and drink bars were 10 times their normal size, but this is
still a good game.. idk what I was expecting
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the health eat and drink bars covered my whole screen! Not recomended.. Kittens = Yes
Poop = Yes
Killing = Maybe?
Destruction = Yes
Spiders = Yes. Game controls are terrible\/barely playable. Graphics are of a poor quality. Basically, it's a game of "run around
as a cat destroying all the generic Unity3d resources". Fun for a couple minutes, max. Mouse look might make it bearable, but
as it is, virtually unplayable and not all that fun when played.. It is laggy and the health, and other stats take up the whole screen!
The front page is blurry too! This is stupid. The trailers amazing but the game SUCKS. IT's like F*ck. Tis game is made out of
Crap and\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665. i bought the game but the graphics is very poor.... If you know DanTDM he
made a video on it.

You should be careful when you buy this, because sometimes if you don't have the right hard ware it might be blurry.

When I bought it and tryied it out it was blurry.

So you should be careful.. I would recommend this but the developers haven't fixed a problem for me and others (that I you can
fix like I did).It makes the game screen blury and also the developers have done nothing about it. I am giving this a thumbs
down because they are not fixing a simple problem because they are to lazy to!
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